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FORWARD
OTHER LIBRARIES was a five-session Saturday workshop conducted at
the Centre for Contemporary Arts (CCA) in Glasgow from 19th August
2017 to 19 September 2017. The workshops, with participants from the
Govan Community Project (GCP), ran alongside the summer exhibition at
the CCA, ‘The House that Heals the Soul.’
Part Library, part self-publishing resource, the exhibition explored the
social and political status of libraries and books. Consisting of organised
and incidental collections, the workshops followed the loose structure
of the exhibition, using ideas about libraries, books and publishing as
triggers for the creation of narratives, translations and images.
The images were created using immediate methods of capturing objects,
drawings and texts through manipulating bed scanners and phone
snapshots.
OTHER LIBRARIES is the first part of a collaboration between the CCA
and GCP that aims to provide a platform for alternate views and new
forms of participation in art, and the CCA programme in particular.
Thanks to all the contributors!
Sukaina Kubba, Sep 2017

special thanks to
> Viviana Checchia, Public Engagement Curator, CCA who initiated the
long-term project, and warmly hosted and toured with the group at the
CCA and Exhibition.
> Ainslie Roddick, CCA, Curator, who coordinated the Publication Studio
Inductions
> Publication Studio Glasgow
> Alex Misick, Duty Managers and the staff at the CCA
>>> The wonderful community and staff at GCP
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A Short Text about Libraries
and My Day-to-Day Experience in Them
By Sukai Secka
Libraries are one of the main forms of resistance in our
modern corporate life. They give people the opportunity
to learn things and skills for free. They bring people from
different cultures and backgrounds under the same roof to
be educated, share experiences, socialise, and have fun.
With Glasgow being one of the most diverse cities in
the UK, libraries are extremely important for providing
opportunities and help to promote a sense of community.
They offer the best pragmatic opportunities for everyone
in the community to come together, due to their
accessibility.
I volunteer with a charity organisation called MacMillan
Cancer Support that collaborates with Glasgow Life,
and we work with almost every library in Glasgow. The
main libraries I go to in Glasgow are: the Mitchell Library,
Elderpark, Cardonald and Gorbals.
I am personally the number one fan of libraries, and I go
to the library nearly every day. I feel an awesome sense
of belonging whenever I visit one. To me, the library is a
place of support, and this is important for every member
of a community, for those who are new and even the local
community. I hope that libraries will be around for a very,
very long time.
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THE TWO DOVES
A tale from Kalila and Dimna
By Ghanimah Al Mrto
Once upon a time, there were a couple of doves, a female and
male. They had agreed to gather seeds from the land in the
harvest season. Each day they would both fly out to gather seeds
and then store them in their nest.
The nest was full of seeds, to feed the doves in the winter. When
the winter rains came, the seeds started expanding and grew
larger, and filled up the nest. One day, in early spring, the
husband left the nest for a while and asked his wife to take care
of the seeds in the nest. “It’s our security for hard times,” he said.
The male dove left the nest for a long time, and the female dove
did not eat any of the stored seeds.
In the summer, the husband returned to the nest. He looked at the
nest and said: “Where are all the seeds? The nest was full of them
when I left!” The wife replied, “I did not eat a single seed!”
The husband did not believe wife, and started arguing with her,
then picking her with his beak, until he knocked her off the nest.
The female dove died.
When the rains returned the next winter, the same seeds expanded
and filled up the nest again. The male nurse understood, far too
late, that the wetness of the winter rain had enlarged the seeds,
and that the summer heat had shrivelled them.
He had committed a major injustice and crime in haste and rage.
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FISHING
Text by Nasir Salim, edited by Josée Pedneault
Images by Nasir Salim and Josée Pedneault

BAJULI : ENGLISH

A Fishing Dictionary
AGO : LONG FISHING EXPEDITION
BAROBARO : GENTLEMEN
BABE : FATHER
BADDA : SEA
DEMA : TRAP
HAVULE : WOMAN
ISI : FISH
KAA : CRAB
KUTOMA : FISHING
KUZAMIA : DIVING
MAI : WATER
MAPENI : MONEY
MAWIMBA : WAVE
MAWAVU : BAIT NET
MCHANDA : SAND
MTUMBWI : BOAT
NJORO : HARPOON
NGOVA : MERMAID
PWESA : OCTOPUS
SHAKUE : OLDER MAN
SOLISOLI : SHARK
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CHULA
I was born on the island of Chula, in the south of Somalia, in the
Indian Ocean. I was an only child.
Chula is a small island with a population of 1500 inhabitants; most
of them belong to the Bajuli Clan. On Chula, there are no cars, nor
electricity, and people would rather use a boat instead of their legs
to move from one place to another on the island.
I was 10 years old when my dad taught me how to swim and
fish, as these two skills are essential for the life on the island.
Barobaro means gentlemen, it is also a word used for fishermen.
All barobaro on Chula are excellent swimmers, free divers and
fishermen. The entire economy of Chula depends on the sea as a
primary source of income. Fishing was not only a job for me, but
also an activity I really loved doing. It was part of everyone’s daily
life. Each morning, most people would be off to the sea.
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FISHING
Babe - my father - made sure I would master a variety of fishing
techniques. He taught me how to use the mawavu (bait net), the
njoro (harpoon), the dema (trap) and the nsipi (fish line). He also
brought me out at sea, fishing along with other more experienced
barobaro, to learn from observing them. My fishing and diving
techniques improved over time. On special occasions, we would
even go to another island, as a group, for two or three weeks and
return with a large quantity of fish. Such an expedition - called
ago - allowed us to have enough fish to sell at the market. It was
profitable for everyone. Other times, I would go to the sea on my
own and dive to catch octopus or crabs, which would help my
family.
The net is the most efficient fishing technique for catching large
quantities of fish of varied species. When we fish with the net, one
of the barobaro stays on the boat while the other ones dive down
in the sea to stretch the net. Everyone then waits for about five to
eight hours on the boat, before diving again to check on the catch.
If the quantity of fish is sufficient, they would pull the net to close
it and lift the catch on the boat. In order to locate the net, buoys
are attached and floating above the water. They also prevent other
boats to get in the way.
Shakue is the captain of the boat. He is an older man with lots of
experience of the sea. By observing the subtle movements of the
water, and by analysing the types of wave, the shakue would be
able to guess where the fish were located that day. Only a lifetime
of experience of the sea can allow someone to develop such
refined skill.
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BADDA
Badda means the sea.
The life of a fisherman is challenging: it is dependent on natural
elements. Winds are sometimes too strong, creating intense waves,
and scaring the fish away. We would then return to the land emptyhanded.
Fishermen must be brave; the sea is a terrifying place. Under the
water, it is another world: a landscape with high mountains, trees
and forests, caves and coral. It is amazing and beautiful but also
unfamiliar and frightening. I am a foreigner in this underworld.
Even if my experience as a diver made me more confident, I would
still sometimes feel scared. But fear should never be made visible.
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FREE DIVING
In Chula, the only diving technique is free diving. No one uses oxygen
tanks or diving suits and very few people use goggles. In a small
boat, I would at times go diving with two or three friends to hunt for
octopus and crabs. Octopus live in caves, called mwamba badda,
a place where dangerous eels also like to hide. The diving journey
would last a few hours. We would catch octopus, squids and crabs that
we would gather in the boat as we went along. Using a single breath,
we were able to stay down the water up to 30 minutes.
On one of these expeditions, a large size shark once came towards
us. We all immediately stopped fishing, petrified. As the shark swam
around us, we couldn’t show any sign of fear, as it would have made
us appear vulnerable. It was better to remain still and avoid – most of
all – the temptation to swim back to the boat as the movement of the
body would have only attracted the attention of the shark. We always
dived equipped with a knife and a traditional gun for self-defence. On
that one occasion, we all stayed still with our guns in hand, and the
shark eventually swam away.
Along with the shark, the eel is extremely dangerous. When hunting
for octopus, we put the hand or a stick inside caves. The eels also like
these dark spaces. They are very aggressive animals with poisonous
bites. If a person gets bitten, it is necessary to give a special treatment
or otherwise the wound will get infected and might result in an
amputation. It happens that we sometimes catch octopuses with a
missing tentacle that have been eaten by an eel. It is also dangerous
to walk on a tass, a type of fish with a dorsal sting that can also get
infected if not properly removed.
Free diving improves with years of experience. In Chula, we grow
up with the sea. Early on, when we start diving, the water pressure
bursts the ears. It is painful and blood runs out of the ears. Then,
something changes within the ear canal; a special air channel opens
up. Afterwards, the capacity to stay under water in a single breath
improves dramatically. It feels as though we are breathing through the
ears, just like fish breathe through their fins.
The sea is dangerous.
The sea is more powerful than the fisherman.
Once out in the sea, no one can ever be sure to get back to the land.
Scan by Josée Pedneault and Nasir Salim
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BAJULI : ENGLISH
NUMBERS

MOYA : ONE
LABO : TWO
SADEX : THREE
AFAR : FOUR
SHAN : FIVE
SEDDEX : SIX
TODABO : SEVEN
SAGAAL : EIGHT
KWENDE : NINE
TOBAN : TEN
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ARRIVAL
BY NESRINE L BENDJELIDA
Coming to a new country is really exciting and a strange
feeling at the same time.
Are the people going to accept me? Accept the differences?
The weather was the hardest thing to get used to and people
always talk to me about it. I always keep my mom’s words
on my mind: “Wherever you go, you need to be strong and
confident, whatever the situation.
The first thing that was in my plan was to visit the country
and discover its culture. The most important thing is
communication. I started meeting a group with people from
all over the world, and discover new cultures with lovely
people.
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AL HAWJAN , BY SAMHAR MOHAMMED
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READING BACK
BY YOUSRA LABSI
I am going to write about the difference in perspective I’ve had about
a book called ‘Ugly’ by Constance Briscoe that I took from my mom’s
stack of books when I ran out of books to read in the house. I remember
reading the book at the age of 10 or 11, around the time I was coming
out of primary school and taking a step into secondary school. At that
time, I found the book to be very confusing, repetitive and strange, as I
was still young and hadn’t heard of or seen anything like it.
After only two years, I re-read the book due to boredom in the summer,
and I finally understood it. My thoughts on it also changed as I realised
the book was about a little girl who was beaten and starved by her
mother, She was left to defend herself from the harsh world alone,
something no child deserves. It was by far one of the most realistic, sad
books I’ve read in my 13 years of life. One of the saddest scenes was
when she drank bleach to try to kill herself.
The book has left a big impression and made a great impact on me as
I realised that there children living in that sort of condition in first world
countries, that there are children who try to kill themselves even though
they haven’t even seen a single glimpse of the big world out there.
Now that I’m 17 years old, I can recall how in only two years you can
come to understand so many things and how childhood innocence and
your view of the world can suddenly change, and how it can make or
break you in sort of way.
Thinking back, this has not only shown how my perspective of the book
changed, but also my perspective on life and family. It shows me how a
child is optimistic and tries to make any situation into a happy one.
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From Democracy to Dictatorship in various languages,
Installation by Curandi Katz
at The House that Heals the Soul, at the CCA
photo by Josée Pedneault

From Democracy to Dictatorship
Index and The “Monkey Master” Fable
translated to Amharic by Rago Gurmu
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From Democracy to Dictatorship
Index and The “Monkey Master” Fable
translated to Arabic by Mohammed Al Ajami
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SABHI DERHU WITH CHICKEN
BY MUNIRA AHMED
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SABHI DERHU WITH CHICKEN
BY MUNIRA AHMED

This is the most popular meal in Eritrea. It is
made during festivals and special lunches; at
weddings for the bridegroom at the bride’s
home; and for the bride when she enters her
new husband’s home.
It can be made with chicken, lamb or beef.

INGREDIENTS
Finely chopped onions
Puréed tomatoes
Minced garlic
Samna Baladi (clarified butter)
Sunflower oil
Eggs
Chicken
Berbere (Eritrean Chilli)
Salt

METHOD
1. Fry the chopped onions
in a large casserole in sunflower oil,
or Samna Baladi
2. Add the Berbere spices
3. Add the puréed tomatoes and leave to simmer
for 20 minutes
4. Add the chicken pieces
and leave to simmer for another 30 minutes
5. Add some Samna (if you had started with sunflower oil)
6. Add the minced garlic and salt to taste
7. Hard boil the eggs separately
8. Add the peeled eggs to the stew
and simmer for 5 more minutes
9. Serve with Enjera (Eritrean bread)
ENJOY!!
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THE KATBARYA HAT
BY ABDULKADIR AWEL
It is told that a night curfew was imposed on all Ethiopians during
the reign of Haile Selassie. This meant that Muslims could not
go to their evening prayers (Maghrab and Asha) nor the dawn
prayer (Fajr.) A Muslim Shiekh, Issa Hamza, known as Sheikh
Katbarya, went to visit Haile Selassie at the Presidential Palace to
ask him to permit his followers to be allowed to go to the mosque
during the curfew. Selassie asked: “How can I differentiate your
followers from others in the night?” Sheikh Ketbarya came up with
a solution: it is told that he hand weaved thousands of hats (like
the one pictured on the left), and made his followers wear them at
night when they went to the mosque for prayer.
The hats were named after him: Katbarya. After some time, even
the non-muslim neighbours, would borrow these hats when they
wanted to go out during the curfew.
There five rosettes on each Katbarya hat, representing: the five
pillars of Islam, and the five daily prayers. The Ethiopian Muslims,
sometimes seen as second citizens, wanted to show their deep
love for their country and used the three colours of the Ethiopian
flag to adorn their hat.
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